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Among tens of photos, one picture stood out. True, the subject was unusual – a
beekeeper tending his hives on the roof of the Paris Opera – but the technical and esthetic
qualities of the photo itself were clearly out of the ordinary. It was perfect for an American Bee
Journal article, so after fruitless attempts to contact the Opera for permission to print it, the
request was hand delivered in Paris by a friend. Months later, the letter circuitously made its
way into the hands of the French photographer, Eric Tourneret. His e-mail response opened a
rare treasure of extraordinary bee photos – perhaps the widest contemporary body of such
professional photography anywhere.1

It was the bee journalist’s equivalent to opening King Tut’s tomb, except that the
progenitor of this trove was very much alive. Not only that, he was planning a trip to California
to photograph migratory beekeeping on the almonds. As luck would have it, Tourneret had to
wait out this year’s long delay in the bloom. The rain and cold that held both the blossoms and
the beekeepers hostage gave Tourneret time for some warm dinners, wine and days of
stunningly illustrated stories wending into the night.

Natural comb in a log hive.

He began his saga with the story of his dream some five years ago. It was a dream of
bees, so vivid, so powerful, so compelling that he awoke to a new dedication. With an
international professional career as a photojournalist of 18 years, taking pictures for the major
magazines of Europe, he would turn to photographing one subject: bees.
What inspired such a transformational dream? For Tourneret, perhaps it was the
primitive drama of an experience on assignment in Madagascar, photographing a small tribe
still living in the forest. He accompanied them on a honey hunt. He was fascinated as the
grandfather lit a small piece of dry grass, blew a little smoke into a colony in a tree trunk, and,
unafraid, plunged his hand into the tree and came up with a piece of honey comb. Or perhaps it
came out of his growing compassion for the failing bees in his native France. Whatever the
genesis, the vision left him with a new perspective: “I felt linked to the bees.”
He saw that there was no complete photo essay on bees done for 25 years, although he
found many beautiful images. “I wanted to do something different,” he said. When he began to
explore the possibilities, he soon realized the complexity of the task. “It is difficult to work with
small bees and balance the dimensions between bee, human and landscape. It was clear that it
was not an easy subject. I had to quit or do a book. I didn’t know how long it would take to
succeed. You can’t direct bees.”
He began in France in the spring of 2004. With his wife and young daughter at home in
Paris, he first traveled throughout the country to photograph the diversity of climate and
environment for the bees. Then he focused on the area of Montpellier, in the south where there
is a longer season and where a beekeeper allowed him the use of a worker house.

Michel Ricard teaches at the The Rucher de Luxembourg, the oldest beekeeping school -- established over
150 years ago. The school, together with a bee museum, is in the heart of Paris, at the Luxemborg Gardens.

Pascaline Chambart is a beekeeper in Bordeaux, a small Alpine village south of the Vercors Mountains in
the Drôme area of the South of France. She demonstrates how 19th century beekeepers moved their hives in
the terrain of the region using one of her trekking burros.

Through his career he has come from darkroom photography to digital, which allows a
lot of successive shots – making it easier to work with the moving bees. (For bee-photo buffs:
He started with Canon because it was state of the art and stayed with the brand because he now
has so many lenses, although he considers other makes now comparable. He used a Canon D5
and now has a Canon DS Mark 3 professional high definition camera. For close-ups he uses a
macro 65 MPS lens, which magnifies 5x, but he finds it very difficult to use, as it has only 1
mm depth of field.)

At Abbaye Notre-Dame de Triors, a Benedictine monastery in the Rhône Alps in France, Brother Claude
tends his bees. Photographer Eric Tourneret found him to be an extraordinarily peaceful and tender
beekeeper. The abbey is known for maintaining the traditions of the Latin mass and Gregorian chant.

He carries about 90 pounds of equipment to deal with the vagaries of his subjects, both
insect and human. It is dark in the hive, and he has worked out various systems for lighting,
including studio flash on batteries. He found a high degree of luck is required: He spent a week
in a field in the Camargue under studio lighting, making 4500 photos in an unsuccessful attempt
to capture a unique image of bees in flight. Finally, a swarm “quivered and then it was a dense
aerial corridor heading towards my camera. I snapped away blindly, trying to best manage the
bees that landed on my lens,” he said. At last, “the image was in the bag” – three bees hovering
in flight.2 “It goes beyond all my hopes.”
“Bees are social insects, but the most difficult photos were of the group,” he said.
Predicting bee behavior is crucial to his work. For example, “I attempted to catch the birth of a
queen on a frame, but it happened too fast. I finally succeeded by working with an isolated
queen cell, without the pheromones of other queens, so she came out more leisurely.”

Two traditional ways of keeping bees – in logs and in woven mud-daubed skeps.

“The bees are alive, wild, and if the idea of taking a photo does not respect their instinct
and their nature, nothing will work… they will always call me to order if I am absentminded or
clumsy.”
He can sometimes stage a photo, like a remarkable shot of foragers returning taken from
inside a hive. He devised an empty hive box with a wider entry and placed his camera in it.
Then he chose an active hive and set up lighting outside of it. He quickly substituted his camera
box for the active hive and photographed the returning foragers using a remote.3
Tourneret has had to learn the flora as well. Not only does he need to know the timing
and conditions for the bloom, he needs to know the way bees forage on each nectar source.
Lavender, which produces light, highly prized honey, opens gradually in dry areas of France; in
Paris, it is watered and opens all at once. “It is so difficult to predict the bloom. I can wait a
week, 10 days,” he said. Even moving a hive to flowering plants can mean many days in the
field, waiting for the right shot in morning light. “Be ready and then wait.”

Beekeeper Claude Poireau sets his hives in a field of sunflowers, ubiquitous in France. Pesticides
used to coat sunflower seed, suspected of causing bee die-offs, have been banned there.

At last, photography exhibitions throughout France, including one at the Luxemborg
Garden in Paris, accompanied the publication of Tourneret’s first book of bee photos, “Le
peuple des abeilles”4 (The Bee Nation) – a labor of three years. The large format, beautifully
printed book has sold well. Revenue from the book and photo sales to 15 European magazines
has funded an international venture, a new bee book to be called “The Honey Gatherers.”

Dominique Obelliane tends his outyard from Rucher des Briffes (Briffes Apiary) at Mieussy. In the
background is the Mont Blanc Range along the Swiss-French border.

“It was a natural progression,” he said. He spent a year researching bees and honey
around the world, searching for contacts, and making a two year travel schedule. Thus far he
has photographed in Argentina, Cameroon, Mexico, Nepal, New Zealand, Romania, Russia.
And yes, after his long wait in California for the weather to break, the message came at last: “I
did a nice picture yesterday on the almond bloom.”
As a result of his absorbing visit, samples of the remarkable work of Eric Tourneret will
appear monthly in this magazine in five photo essays, leading up to an exhibition of his
photographs at Apimondia in Montpellier, France, September 17 to 20, 2009.
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See http://www.thehoneygatherers.com/html/clindoeil_1.html
Website above shows this photo.
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Available from French Amazon: http://www.amazon.fr/peuple-abeilles-Eric-Tourneret/dp/2840387794
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